Dear Governor Cuomo, Majority Leader Stewart-Cousins, and Speaker Heastie:

New York is facing a care crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated structural inequalities that force too many New Yorkers—especially New Yorkers of color and women—to choose between their jobs and their own health or the health of their loved ones.

Our state has been at the vanguard when it comes to protecting working families, from the Women’s Equality Agenda, to the landmark paid family leave law, to this year’s statewide paid sick time law. During the pandemic, New York again emerged as a national leader, passing emergency and permanent paid sick time laws to support workers who need to care for themselves or a sick loved one now and in the future. Yet as New Yorkers continue to struggle to balance protecting their health, caring for their families, and staying afloat economically, there is much more work to be done and New York must lead the way.

Child care providers across the state have closed, leaving child care workers and the parents who depend on them behind, while schools across the state remain partially or wholly virtual. Women, especially mothers, have been hit the hardest. Nationally, 865,000 women—disproportionately women of color—left the labor force in September; 1 women were twice as likely as men to report leaving work due to caregiving responsibilities. 2 New York’s unemployment rate hovers at nearly ten percent. Too many New Yorkers, especially low-wage workers, face discrimination or are denied the protections they need to manage work, health, and care.

Ending this care crisis is a crucial step towards gender equality and racial justice. To end the care crisis, New York families need comprehensive, bold solutions. Outlined below are the key policies working families need in 2021. A Better Balance, along with the undersigned organizations, urge you to make these a priority this coming legislative session.

Update and Enforce the Disability Benefits & Paid Family Leave Law to Work for All Workers

New York led the way in supporting workers who need time off to be there for their families by passing the state’s groundbreaking paid family leave law in 2016. Especially with so many facing a long recovery from COVID-19, workers deserve the same powerful rights for their own serious health needs. Our temporary disability insurance law must be amended to provide New Yorkers with the job protection and other employment rights they need and monetary benefits they can afford to use—including raising the benefits cap that has not changed since 1989.

At the same time, with the landmark paid family leave law reaching full phase-in in 2021, it is crucial that the Department of Labor strongly enforce the law and engage in strong worker education and outreach, and that the Department has the funding needed to do so. It is also time to update the law to build on its existing strengths. New York must remove exceptions and ensure coverage for all private and public sector employees, including part-time domestic workers, and expand the definition of family to include all those whom workers consider family. We must also make benefits portable as workers move between jobs or face unemployment, especially as the crisis has left so many unable to access the benefits they have paid for, and provide meaningful access for the self-employed.


Strengthen the Human Rights Law to Protect Caregivers & Domestic Workers

New York’s Human Rights Law creates strong protections for workers, ensuring freedom from discrimination on the job, and New York’s labor law has important protections for workers, yet crucial gaps remain leaving caregivers and domestic workers vulnerable and exploited on the job. The Human Rights Law should be updated to 1) expand the prohibition on familial status discrimination to encompass all forms of caregiver discrimination and guarantee accommodations for certain types of caregiving; 2) ensure domestic workers—who are predominantly women of color and immigrants—can benefit from all of the law’s protections; 3) explicitly prohibit disciplining workers for lawful absences; and 4) fully fund the Division of Human Rights to ensure robust enforcement.

Ensure New Paid Sick Time Protections Live Up to Their Promise

In 2020, New York led the nation in enacting both emergency paid leave protections for COVID-19 and groundbreaking permanent paid sick time rights. As the pandemic enters its second year, the Department of Labor must build on these wins by enacting strong regulations, providing outreach and education to ensure all workers know and can use their rights, and robustly enforcing these laws.

Save Child Care & Enact Long Term Care Solutions

Before the pandemic, 61% of New Yorkers lived in a child care desert—and now, nearly all center-based child care providers in New York City, and over a third of licensed child care providers throughout the state, have closed. Those still open have significantly reduced capacity. This has left working families without options and child care workers, many of them women of color, struggling to support their own families. New York must guarantee that child care providers have the support—and funding—they need and working parents have access to high-quality, affordable child care in the long run and the emergency protections they need now. We must also increase funding for home care, honoring the rights of seniors and those with disabilities while valuing the work of home care providers.

Enact and Enforce Fair Scheduling Practices & Other Labor Law Protections

Now more than ever, New York must lead the way and ensure workers have meaningful access to alternative work arrangements, including telecommuting and part-time work, without fear of retaliation for the request. Workers, especially in low-wage industries, should also have a fair say in, and advance notice of, their schedules. Worker-protective legislation on misclassification and fair pay for all New Yorkers is also urgently needed.

We thank you for considering these critical policies and look forward to working with you to build a stronger, more equal New York for working families.

Sincerely,

A Better Balance
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